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Abstract-A comparative study is carried out between a semi-empirical low-latitude ionospheric model
(SLIM). including calculated 01 630 nm airglow emission intensities predicted by the SLIM model, with
ionospheric and r>I 630 nm airglow measurements carried out at Cachoeira Paulista (22.7”S, 45.O”W;
geomag. 11.9”S), Brazil. A long series of regular measurements of ionospheric F-region peak electron
densities and peak heights, and regular zenith measurements of the 01630 nm airglow emission intensities,
made during the period 1975-1982, are used for comparison with corresponding parameters predicted by
the SLIM model. Large discrepancies between the observed and model-predicted 01 630 nm intensities
have been found for high solar activity, mainly due to an overestimate of the F-region peak heights by the
SLIM model. Use of SLIM profiles normalized by actual F-region peak height and density observations
essentially removed the disagreements. The reasons for the height discrepancies are discussed in terms of
the longitudinal dependence of the geomagnetic control on the ExB vertical plasma drifts and the
thermospheric neutral wind effects on the F-region. The effects of the magnetic declination angle on both
the E x B ionospheric plasma drifts and thermospheric neutral winds at low-latitude suggest that ionospheric models need to address separately the longitudinal zones of magnetic declination either positive,
negative or zero.

INTRODUCTION

During recent years various empirical ionospheric
models have been developed (see e.g. Llewellyn and
Bent, 1973 ; Chiu, 1975 ; Rawer, 1981) for predicting
ionospheric
parameters
for radio communication
applications.
These ionospheric
models can be used
for comparative studies of observed ionospheric properties with model predictions for different geophysical
and solar activity conditions. In conjunction with suitable neutral atmospheric
models, the ionospheric
models permit stimulating the behaviour of 01 630
nm nightglow emission intensity. This emission is an
optical indicator of several ionospheric
processes in
the upper atmosphere (Serafimov et al., 1977) and has
been used to study F-region peak height variations
(Tinsley and Bittencourt,
1975 ; Chandra et al., 1975 ;
Sahai et al., 1981b), thermospheric
neutral winds
(Bittencourt
and Tinsley, 1976, 1977 ; Bittencourt et
al., 1976) and F-region plasma irregularities (Weber
et al., 1978; Sahai et al., 1981a; Sobral et al., 1981 ;
Mendillo and Baumgardner,
1982).
Anderson et al. (1985, 1987) have described a semiempirical low-latitude ionospheric model (SLIM) and

presented
theoretically
calculated
electron density
profiles, 01 630 nm airglow intensities and total electron content (TEC), as a function of latitude (between
24”N and 24”s dip latitude). A fully analytical version
of the SLIM model, emphasizing the behaviour of the
low-latitude ionospheric F-region for various seasonal
and solar cycle conditions, has been recently described
by Anderson et al. (1989), referred to as the FAIM
model. These models are based on the solution of the
time-dependent
continuity equation considering only
the dominant Of ions and taking into account E x B
drifts and thermospheric
neutral winds. Anderson et
al. (1987) have compared the 01 630 airglow intensities calculated using the SLIM model with the isointensity contours of the 01 630 nm airglow observations (autumn, solar maximum) conducted by the
AE-E satellite (Abreu et al., 1982) and have obtained
a reasonable agreement only in the early part (up to
about 21:00 L.T.) of the night. Fesen and Abreu
(1987) have presented
a comparative
study of the
observations
of the 01630 nm nightglow from AE-E
(spring, solar maximum) and a theoretical model, and
have suggested that tidal effects are important
to
reproduce the observed airglow intensities.
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Regular zenith intensity measurements
of the 01
630 nm nightglow emission have been carried out at
Cachoeira Paulista (22.7”S, 45.O”W; geomag. 11.9’S),
Brazil, since 1975. In this communication
we present
a comparative study of the 01630 nm emission intensities observed at Cachoeira Paulista from 1975 to
1982 with the SLIM calculated airglow intensities for
different seasons (equinox, winter and summer) under
both solar maximum and solar minimum conditions
at 12”s dip latitude (Anderson et al., 1985). For solar
maximum conditions,
comparisons
between the Fregion peak electron
densities and layer heights
observed from the ionosonde at Cachoeira Paulista
and the SLIM calculated F-region parameters for 12’S
dip latitude (Anderson et al., 1985) are also presented.
The ionosonde data coverage for solar minimum conditions, corresponding
to the airglow data used in this
study, are insufficient for comparison and, therefore,
are not presented here.

DATA BASE

Observations
of the 01 630 nm nightglow emission
have been carried out at Cachoeira Paulista on a routine basis since 1975. Measurements
taken between
March 1975 and June 1980 were carried out with a
two-channel
tilting filter photometer
with a field of
view of 5” full angle. The interference filter used had
an effective diameter of 2 in. and bandwidth
of 1.1
nm. An uncooled EMIphotomultiplier
was used
and analog signals were recorded on a Kipp and Zonen
micrograph recorder. A six-channel tilting filter photometer with a field of view of 3” full angle replaced
the earlier photometer
for the 01 630 nm emission
observations in July 1980. The interference filter used
has a 2 in. diameter with 1.O nm bandwidth. A cooled
EMI-9659B photomultiplier
has been used in the
photon-counting
mode. A radioactive
(Kr85) light
source (American Atomic Corporation,
U.S.A.) has
been used for calibration
of the photometers.
The
source was calibrated
at Fritz Peak Observatory,
NOAA, Boulder, U.S.A., in 1971 and recalibrated
with our calibrated Eppley lamp in 1982. Absolute
intensities were calculated using tilting filter (Yano,
1966) and calibration (Kulkarni and Sanders, 1964)
techniques.
The OH contamination
has been considered negligible as narrow band filters have been
used. The absolute calibration is estimated to have an
accuracy of + 10%. Data used in the present analysis
included only those nights for which observations for
more than 5 h were available.
The 01630 nm observations
obtained from March
1975 to February 1977 and from March 1979 to Feb-

ruary 1981 have been used for solar minimum and
maximum conditions,
respectively. The ionospheric
data presented for solar maximum conditions were
obtained from an ionosonde operating on a routine
basis at Cachoeira Paulista. The ionograms obtained
during the months of December 1980, March-April
198 1 and July 1981 have been considered
as representative of solar maximum summer, equinox and
winter seasons, respectively.
During the low solar
activity period (1975-1976), there were many interruptions in the ionosonde measurements
at Cachoeira
Paulista.

RESULTS

The 01 630 nm emission at low latitudes results
mainly from dissociative recombination
of 0: ions
(e.g. Peterson and Van Zandt, 1969). Using the same
formalism and notation as that of Tinsley and Bittencourt (1975), the column emission rate, Z630, can be
written as

s

y,GMWdz

“” =KA630nm(e)
A[A+d(z)/A]

[l+B(z)]

’

(1)
This emission intensity is known to be strongly dependent on the F-region peak height, with a much smaller
dependence on the peak electron density n,(e), since
it involves the column integral of the product n(0,)
S(z), where n(0,) is the molecular oxygen density
and S(z) is a shape function for the F-region electron
density. At low latitudes, the variations in the F-region
height and the morphology
of the equatorial ionospheric anomaly are governed primarily by the E x B
vertical plasma drifts, but are also influenced by the
thermospheric
neutral winds.
In Fig. 1, we present the observed nocturnal mean
intensity variations of the 01630 nm nightglow emission for winter (May, June, July and August), summer
(November,
December, January and February) and
equinox (March, April, September and October) for
both solar cycle maximum (March 19799February
1981) and minimum (March 1975-February
1977)
conditions. The number of nights for which data were
available in the different seasons to calculate the average intensities at each half-hour are indicated in parentheses. In the same figure we also present, for comparison purposes, the 01 630 nm emission intensities
calculated using the SLIM model for 12”s dip latitude
(Anderson et al., 1985) for the different seasons under
both solar maximum and minimum conditions.
It is evident from Fig. 1 that for solar cycle minimum conditions the observed and calculated intensity
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FIG. 1. MEAN NOCTURNALINTENSITY
VARIATIONS
OFTHE01630 nm EMISSION
(DOTS)OBSERVED
AT CACHOEIRA
PAULISTA, BRAZIL, FOR DIFFERENT
SEASONS
DURING SOLAR MAXIMUM(1979-1981) AND MINIMUM(19751977) CONDITIONS.
The calculated 01 630 urn emission using the SLIM model for 12”s dip latitude are shown by crosses.

variations with local time are rather similar. However,
for solar maximum conditions,
the observed intensities are generally much larger than the calculated
ones, except during the later part of the night (after
- 0l:OO L.T.) for winter and equinox. Also, the local
time of the observed maximum
intensities
(winter
-21:30 L.T.; equinox -23:00 L.T.; summer -01:30
L.T.) differ significantly from the calculated intensity
maximum local times (winter-no
significant peak ;
equinox - 02:OO L.T. ; summer - 03:OO L.T.).
In order to investigate the reasons for these large
discrepancies
in the nocturnal
intensity variations
during solar cycle maximum
conditions,
a comparative study has been made between observed and
calculated ionospheric
F-region parameters.
In Figs

2-4, we present the local time variations of the mean
F-region peak electron densities n,(e) and mean peak
heights (h,EZ) obtained
from ionograms
taken at
Cachoeira Paulista, with the corresponding
variations
calculated using the SLIM model for 12”s dip latitude
for the different seasons (Anderson et al., 1985). The
numbers shown in parentheses
indicate the number
of days for which ionospheric data were available to
calculate the mean F-region parameters at each hour
during the different seasons.
The observed and model-predicted
F-region peak
electron density local time variations are quite similar.
However, the observed F-region peak electron densities are smaller than the ones predicted by the SLIM
model in the period from about 11:OO L.T. to 02:20
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The F-region peak electron densities and peak heights for 12”s dip latitude, calculated using the SLIM
model for summer and solar maximum conditions, are shown by crosses.

L.T., except for the summer season where the agreement is fairly good. Also, the behaviour of the Fregion peak height local time variations shows a somewhat similar trend. However, the model-predicted
Fregion peak heights are much higher than the observed
ones in the afternoon
period (except in summer),
and this difference is much more pronounced
in the
evening and early part of the night.
Since the 01 630 nm emission is strongly height
dependent, the large differences between the observed
and the model-predicted
F-region peak heights (Figs
24) will result in model-predicted
01 630 nm inten-
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sities much lower than the observed ones. The comparison between SLIM-generated
electron density
profiles and the empirical models of Chiu (1975) and
Llewellyn and Bent (1973), shown in Figs 5 and 6 of
Anderson et al. (1987), also indicates that the SLIMgenerated F-region peak heights are much higher than
those predicted by other models.
In order to investigate further the reasons for the
differences between the model-predicted
and observed
01 630 nm emission intensities and ionospheric
parameters, we calculated the 01 630 nm column integrated intensities for each hour of the different seasons
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using SLIM-generated
electron density profiles for
12’S that were normalized to the observed ionospheric
parameters
df,F2 and h,P2) at Cachoeira Paulista.
For these calculations,
we used the MSIS-86 neutral
atmospheric
model (Hedin,
1987) and the rate
coefficients as given in Sahai et al. (1981 b). Com-
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WINTERCONDITIONS.

parisons of the observed 01 630 nm intensities with
airglow production
computed from the normalized
SLIM electron density profiles, as indicated above,
are shown in Fig. 5, for the different seasons during
solar cycle maximum conditions. The absence of calculated intensities as 21:00 and 22:00 L.T. during the
summer season (December, 1980) is due to occurrence
of spread-F at these hours on most of the nights of
ionospheric measurements
used in the present study.
In general, the local time variations of the observed
and calculated intensities of the 01 630 nm emission
show similar patterns and fairly good agreement. It
must be pointed out that the observed average airglow
pattern encompassed data spread over several months
during a given season, while the ionospheric parameters used to normalize the SLIM electron density
profiles, and employed to calculate the airglow intensities, are hourly averages restricted to December 1980
(summer), March-April
198 1 (equinox) and July 198 1
(winter). The discrepancies between the observed and
calculated intensities during the hours near midnight
are due to variations in the shape of the SLIM-generated electron density profiles, particularly
in the
bottomside
of the F-layer. In Fig. 6, we present, for
illustration, the SLIM-generated
electron density profiles, normalized to the observed peak electron densities and peak heights for 22:00-24:00 L.T. during
equinox. It can be seen that even though the observed
peak electron densities and peak heights are the same
at 22:00 and 23:00 L.T. (Fig. 3), the calculated intensities using the normalized SLIM profiles are different
(Fig. 5), due to the difference in the shape of the
layer profile, particularly
in the bottomside,
where
the effects are significant in the 01 630 nm emission
intensities. As discussed in the following section, these
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variations in the shape of the SLIM-generated electron density profiles seem to be a consequence of the
dynamical components used in the SLIM model. The
theoretical, computer-generated electron density profiles that form the basis of SLIM result from coupled
dependences of local time, E x B drifts and neutral
winds. Therefore, just normalizing the SLIM-generated profiles to the observed electron density and
peak height, without correspondingly adjusting the
shape of the layer, may not be strictly adequate.
Summarizing, the comparisons presented in this
study indicate that, in general, the SLIM model provides adequate results for solar minimum conditions.
For high solar flux conditions, however, SLIM gives
F-region peak heights that are higher and peak electron densities larger (except in summer) than the
observed ones. An attempt to use the SLIM-generated
electron density profiles normalized to the observed
ionospheric parameters to calculate the 01 630 nm
emission intensities did result in a much better agreement between the local time variations of the observed
and calculated 01 630 nm emission intensities. Some
residual discrepancies, particularly near midnight
hours, are probably due to inadequate layer shape
variations during these hours.
DISCUSSION

The present obse~ational results (Figs l-4), based
on airglow and ionospheric measurements made in
the Brazilian longitudinal sector, suggest that the

0O:OOL.T.

assumed ExB vertical plasma drift models used in
the SLIM-generated electron density profiles, which
are based on Jicamarca (12”S, 77”W), Peru, measurements (Woodman, 1970; Fejer et a!., 1979), and also
the thermospheric neutral wind models, are possibly
not appropriate for different longitudes.
The E x B vertical plasma drift velocity and its seasonal variations are known to be dependent on the
magnetic declination angle at a given longitude as well
as on the season (Abdu et al., 1981; Batista et al.,
1986). Batista et al. (1986) have shown through an
analysis of ionospheric data obtained at equatorial
stations in Jicamarca and Huancayo (12”S, 75”W),
Peru, and Fortaleza (3”S, 38”W), Brazil, the existence
of significant seasonal and lon~tudinal differences in
the behaviour of the E x B vertical plasma drifts. The
nocturnal variations of the F-layer peak heights are
greatly dependent on the amplitude and duration of
the pre-reversal peak in the ionospheric F-region
plasma vertical drifts. The pre-reversal peak is controlled by the sharp longitudinal gradients in the Eregion integrated Pederson conductivity near sunset,
as a result of the seasonal dependence of the angle
between the geomagnetic meridian and the terminator
(see also Tsunoda, 1985). Consequently, the magnetic
declination angle at a given longitude has a great
influence on the ionospheric vertical plasma drifts and
their seasonal variations.
The SLIM model used the MSIS-83 (Hedin, 1983)
neutral atmospheric model to calculate Nz, OZ, and
0 densities and the neutral temperature, considering
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average geomagnetic
conditions
with A, = 15 and
F, 0,7 cm flux of 180 units to represent solar maximum
conditions.
In Table 1, we present the average F,,,,
cm fluxes and A, with their standard deviations (a)
for the nights of the 01630.0 nm observations
during
different seasons used in this study. It may be noted
that the average values of F,,., cm flux and Ap for
different seasons are fairly close to those used in the
SLIM model. The main effect due to differences in the
neutral densities and temperature would be to modify
the day-to-day absolute intensity levels. Therefore, it
seems that uncertainties
in neutral density would not
introduce significant differences in the nocturnal variations between the model and observational
results.
In a recent paper Fejer et al. (1989) have presented
and discussed measurements
of equatorial F-region
E x B ionospheric
plasma drifts during solar maximum conditions
at Jicamarca. They found that the
ionospheric
vertical plasma drifts are highly dependent on solar flux and magnetic activity. The effects
of both solar flux and magnetic activity are different
during equinoxes and solstices. It is also well known
that the local time variations of the night-time Fregion peak electron density and height, and of the 01
630.0 nm emission in the tropical region are strongly
dependent on the local time behaviour of the E x B
ionospheric
plasma drifts, especially around sunset
time (Bittencourt
and Sahai, 1979). As pointed out
earlier, the average values of A, and F,,,, cm flux for
the observations
are very similar to the ones used in
the SLIM model. It seems, therefore, that the large
differences between the observed and SLIM calculated
01 630.0 nm nocturnal variations could not be attributed to differences in the E x B ionospheric plasma
drifts as a result of solar flux and magnetic activity
effects.
The influence of the thermospheric
neutral winds
on the F-region height variations is also longitudinal
dependent,
since the velocity component
along the
field line depends on the local magnetic declination
angle and on the relative latitudinal positions of the
geographic and geomagnetic equators, as discussed by
Bittencourt and Sahai (1978). The horizontal neutral
wind velocity component along the magnetic meridian

TABLE 1. AVERAGE F , o.7cm FLUXESAND

Season

Ap

0

Present

Equinox

observations

Winter
Summer

13.8
12.0

10.7
7.2

SLIM

All seasons

A,
P,,,
199.4
172.2

0
26.3
37.0

12.9

9.0

207.8 36.3

15.0

-

180

-

(uO) can be written as
u0 = U; cos (6,) + U&sin (a,),

(2)

where, ui denotes the geographical
meridional component, U> the geographical
zonal component
of the
horizontal neutral wind velocity and 6, is the magnetic declination
angle. For example, a strong geographical zonal wind component
(u&) blowing from
West to East during the night-time would produce
opposite ionospheric
effects in longitudinal
sectors
where magnetic declination
angles are eastward or
westward.
Therefore,
in view of the longitudinal
differences in the magnetic field line morphology
at
low latitudes, it seems that appropriate E x B vertical
plasma drifts and thermospheric
neutral winds must
be considered
for different longitudes
in order to
develop a more realistic low-latitude
ionospheric
model. As a first step in creating a fully global lowlatitude ionospheric
model, it is suggested that separate regional models should be developed for longitudinal sectors with magnetic declination
positive
(American sector : 15O”E-6O”W), negative (Atlantic
sector : 60”W-O”E) and zero (Indian sector; O”150”E) (Bittencourt et al., 1976).

SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSIONS

A comparative
study between the low-latitude 01
630 nm emission intensities observed at Cachoeira
Paulista and those predicted
by the SLIM model
(Anderson et al., 1985, 1987) has been carried out
for different seasons under both low and high solar
activities. For the solar minimum comparisons,
the
SLIM predictions
and the observational
results
showed an acceptable level of agreement. However,
large discrepancies between the observed and modelpredicted 01 630 nm intensities have been found for
high solar activity. Detailed comparisons between the
observed ionospheric
parameters
at Cachoeira Paulista and those predicted by the SLIM model for high
solar activity showed that these discrepancies
were
due mainly to an overestimate
of the F-region peak
heights by the SLIM model, as the 01630 nm intensity
is strongly F-region height dependent.
The F-region
peak height variations are governed primarily by the
E x B vertical plasma drifts and also by the thermospheric neutral winds. Their effects on the F-region
peak heights are longitudinal
dependent due to the
longitudinal
differences in geomagnetic
field morphology at low latitudes. It is suggested that for
different longitudinal
regions where the magnetic
declination angle is either positive, negative or zero,
appropriate
E x B vertical plasma drift and ther-
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mospheric wind models are necessary for a more
realistic modelling of the low-latitude ionosphere and
airglow.
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